
Solutions 
backed by research,
steering clients in 
the right direction

Adding value with quality and commitment





Become a Possiblitarian.
No matter how dark things
seem to be or actually are,
raise your sights 
& see the possibilities.
Always see them,
for they are always there.
- Normal Vincent Peale

Taxpert Professionals is firm of professionals known for providing concentrated 
services in accountancy, taxation, legal and corporate laws advisory in a 
seamless manner. We believe in the creation of value through advising and 
assisting the business.

We offer solutions, which are backed by a broad vision and a thorough research. 
Our solutions are delivered to provide the highest quality of service to our clients, 
by listening sharply, analyzing, understanding, responding promptly and living up 
to the commitments that we make.

We assist the business with their corporate compliances, complex taxation 
issues, enhancing profitability and efficiency and corporate restructuring. Taxpert 
has a team of high-caliber, dedicated and experienced professionals maintaining 
our hallmark of adding value with quality and commitment.

The idea of Taxpert Professionals started to take shape in the year 2002 by a team 
of young and dynamic professionals like Chartered Accountants, Company 
Secretaries and Advocates. Today Taxpert Professionals is advising multinational 
companies, reputed public and private Indian companies and HNIs.

Our team is also well known to assist and provide the professional assistance to 
start-ups. Partner-led teams specializing in specific branches of tax and 
corporate laws ensure the deliverable are met with tax efficiencies and planning.

ABOUT US



We at Taxpert, believe that an organisation can grow by adopting the best global practices. We wish to earn the respect of our clients through our 
professionalism, the quality of our work and services, and for the values we hold. Taxpert Professionals seeks to have a working environment and 
culture in which employees are equipped, updated, happy, motivated, enthusiastic, and take pride in their company. Taxpert Professionals seeks to 
provide the solutions to its clients which are practical, saves cost to them, bring quality and that keeps them compliant and progressive. We are 
determined to give back to society in a manner best possible to our strength.

INTEGRITY

We maintain integrity in our efforts 
and commitments to our clients, 
people and conduct.

COMMITMENT

We are committed to providing best 
services to our Clients by providing 
the research based solutions, 
encouraging research, innovation 
and creativity and delivering 
consistent, high quality value-added 
services.

PERSONAL GROWTH

We are committed to provide an 
environment that continually 
fosters personal and 
professional growth of all our 
team members at all level.

GLOBAL
REACH

TEAMWORK

COMMITMENT

CUSTOMER FOCUS

INNOVATION

CUSTOMER
GROWTH

RIGHT
DIRECTION

OUR CORE VALUES



DIRECT TAX SERVICES

In the globalised environment where business houses are getting smart the 
tax authorities are getting smarter. With the newer ways of doing business 
in global space it is essential that all the business strategies are aligned to 
proper and planned taxation policy.

We at Taxpert Professionals have dedicated team for handling the Direct 
Tax services. We have handled most complicated cases in the most 
seamless manner. We have perfect blend of professionals which provide 
the spectrum of services in the area customised to the needs of our clients. 
We have lot of esteemed business houses, NRI, HNI as our clients. We 
always strive for the best for our clients.

We have a highly experienced team of corporate tax professionals to deal 
with an ever continuing and increasingly complex body of tax legislation. 
Tax planning plays an important part and our primary objective is to help 
mitigate the burden of taxation within the confines of the law.

Our experience with a broad spectrum of clients, engaged in different 
businesses, gives us a wider understanding of individual business needs 
which is very essential for effective tax planning.

   We provide following services under Direct taxes:

We are what we repeatedly do.
Excellence, therefore is not an act, but a habit.

- Aristotle

OUR SERVICES

INDIRECT
TAX

DIRECT
TAX

TAX LITIGATION

INTERNATIONAL
TAXATION

STRUCTURING
& PLANNING



Merger and acquisition advisory

Designing the best tax structure, in compliance 
with the statutory regulations and tax planning

Transaction structuring and management  
(including corporate re-organisation and 
financial structuring advisory)

Transaction implementation assistance 
(including post-implementation assistance)

Tax due diligence

Transaction advisory including planning for 
achieving mergers, acquisitions corporate 
re-organisations

TRANSACTION SERVICES

Identification of tax exposures and planning

Inbound investment advisory and entity set-up

Direct tax advisory

On-line tax advisory and planning for positions 
to be adopted in the tax return

Tax representation

Statutory compliance support

Tax diagnostic reviews

Tax withholding health checks

TAX ADVISORY

“FOCUS
IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION!”

Advisory on litigation strategy

Provide appropriate support on implementation 
of litigation strategies

Preparation/drafting of appropriate technical 
submissions/appeals/ letters

Advisory on the course of action pursuant to 
completion of income-tax (including transfer 
pricing) assessment/appellate proceedings

Representation services before:

Tax authorities (including assessing officer, 
commissioner (Appeals) and dispute resolution 
panel)

Appellate tribunals

Authority for Advance Rulings

Settlement Commissioner

TAX LITIGATION SERVICES



Provide Training to the Client Team about 
compliance requirements in GST

IMPLEMENTATION 

Advisory services in relation to applicability of 
transitional provisions and their impact on the 
business;

Compilation and filing of necessary forms and 
submission of documents for obtaining Final 
Certificate of Registration;

Preparation & filing of required forms and returns 
for transfer of accumulated Input Tax Credit in 
present tax laws to Electronic Credit Ledger in GST;

Analysis on choice of suitable registered place of 
business and additional places of business for 
regis-tration in GST;

Advisory services with respect to determination of 
Place of Supply so that the correct GST 
compo-nent is charged;

Advisory services with respect to applicability and 
implications of Reverse Charge Mechanism on 
spe-cific transactions.

COMPLIANCE & SUPPORT SERVICES 

Advise with respect to the appropriate Tax Rates 
applicable on the goods/services being supplied by 
the client;

Preparation of computations of monthly payment 
liability of CGST, SGST & IGST;

Advisory services in relation to eligibility of Input tax 
credit on input goods/services availed.

Review of invoices received from vendors with 
respect to HSN Code, Place of Supply, Tax rate 
charged etc.

Preparation and filing of the GST returns for i.e. 
GSTR-1 (Outward Supply), GSTR-2 (Inward Supply) 
and GSTR-3 (Consolidated Return);

Computation of Tax payable under reverse charge 
mechanism on purchases from un-registered 
per-sons;

Advisory and support with respect to compliance 
requirements relating to Deduction of tax at source

  

  

On 1 July 2017 India saw history in making, with GST 
becoming reality. We witnessed one of the major 
reform since independence with an enormous change 
in entire Indirect Taxation effecting businesses across 
India. GST is a destination based tax. 

At Taxpert Professionals, we are helping our clients in 
designing, formulating, monitoring and adapt to new 
tax regime, transition in the most beneficial manner 
and helping them cope with the challenges and tap 
the new opportunities 

We have a highly-experienced team of corporate tax 
professionals to deal with this historic tax reform 
which is a game changer. 

Our business-specific service offerings are as follows

IMPACT ANALYSIS

Analysis of the Client’s business model and advisory 
on the GST provisions applicable to it.

Review and drafting of the contracts with vendors to 
suitably accommodate the clauses of GST;

Recommendation and suggestion for tax optimization 
under GST;

Calculating the CENVAT Credit & VAT eligibility as per 
the GST Transitional provisions;

Analyzing the probable impact of valuation rules, Input 
tax credit rules, on Client’s business;

Estimating the impact of GST rate on the pricing of 
goods/services supplied by Client;

Estimation of the effect of GST on Working Capital 
requirements of Client

DESIGN AND STRUCTURING 

Advice and assistance with respect to modifications 
required in ERP systems such as generation of 
documents, reports and statutory records;

Advisory services in relation to generation and 
maintenance of statutory records, registers, electronic 
credit ledger, invoices, waybills as required by the 
relevant provisions under GST;

Assistance in preparation of standard Invoice format 
incorporating all the requirements as prescribed by 
the relevant provisions in GST.;

Advisory services in relation to maintenance and 
submission of records and documents, to ensure 
correct and timely compliances under GST;

GOODS AND SERVICES TAX

“EVERY STEP COUNTS. 
WE HELP YOUR STEPS
IN RIGHT DIRECTION”



ADVISORY & COMPLIANCE SERVICES

Guidance on Entry Strategies in India

Registration of entry vehicle in India being Liaison 
office, Branch office, Project office, wholly owned 
subsidiary, Joint ventures, other investment 
vehicles like REITS, INviTs

Complete assistance in making Inbound 
transactions involving structuring, reporting, 
drafting of agreements, formulation of exit strategy

Evaluating applicability of Foreign Exchange laws 
on various type of transactions

Guidance on the aspects like writing off bad debts, 
overdue debts, preoperative expenses etc.

Opinion on intricate aspects of Foreign Exchange 
laws

Compliance of Reporting requirements

Online filing of forms

Comprehensive Evaluation of Balance Sheet for 
compliance of foreign Exchange laws

Examination of compliance with Foreign Exchange 
Laws and quantify possible exposures

Evaluating applicability of Foreign Exchange laws 
on various type of transactions

Guidance on the aspects like writing off bad debts, 
overdue debts, preoperative expenses etc.

Opinion on intricate aspects of Foreign Exchange 
laws

Representation at Reserve Bank of India, 

Representation at Enforcement Directorate

Compliance of Reporting requirements

Online filing of forms

Foreign Exchange Management Act is an Act to 
manage and regulate Transactions involving Foreign 
Exchange. Any transactions, be it investment in India 
or Investment outside India, be it export, be it import, 
be it giving of guarantee to person outside India or 
investment by Foreign Institutional Investors fall 
under the preview of Foreign Exchange Management 
Act, 1999.

Under FEMA we provide services in the following 
areas :

Evaluation of non-compliance

Compounding of all type of offence under FEMA

Assistance in availing of Foreign Funds with guidance 
on best possible option amongst many like External 
Commercial Options, Non-convertible debentures, 
Rupee denominated bonds etc.

Assistance in making investment outside India 
involving management of funding, compliance and 
reporting

Providing of loan, Guarantee, conversion of debt into 
equity

Business Valuation as per RBI norms

Structuring of unified Funds / Offshore Funds, 
Compliance relating to FVCI/VCF/VCU Fund raising 
through various vehicles;

Obtaining permission from Reserve Bank of India on 
all matters

Assistance in Investment by Residents outside India 
under Liberalised remittance scheme.

Investment by Non-residents in India

Background check of investments of Non-resident 
directors

Registration and reporting by FIIs

Structuring of Investment

FOREIGN EXCHANGE LAWS SERVICES

Investment by Non-residents in India

Background check of investments of 
Non-resident directors

Registration and reporting by FIIs

Structuring of Investment

NON-RESIDENTS SERVICES / 
FOREIGN INSTITUTIONAL
INVESTOR SERVICES



“A LITTLE PUSH
IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION,
CAN MAKE A
BIG DIFFERENCE!”

INTERNATIONAL TRANSACTION
ADVISORY SERVICES

Broadly under International Transactional advisory services 
we provide following services

STRUCTURING & PLANNING

Tax Structuring to minimise the tax exposure with respect 
to Income Tax Act, 1961 and Double Taxation Avoidance 
Agreements between India and various countries.

Comprehensives evaluation and position structuring by 
identifying and enhancing tax and fiscal incentives 
including obtaining any tax rulings.

As the business expand into other territories both the 
opportunities and risk multiplies. One of the most dreaded 
risk faced by the business houses is of unknown taxation 
regime in the foreign territory that might take away all the 
commercial benefits. We help our clients to concentrate on 
the opportunities while we take care of the taxation risk.

To take full benefit of tax opportunities and to avoid the pit 
falls it is essential that the business strategies is properly 
aligned to various tax jurisdictions in which it is operating. 

TAX CREDITS & AGREEMENTS

Drafting of agreements (Cost reimbursement, service 
agreement, Royalty, Cost recharge agreements etc.),

Drafting of foreign collaboration / joint venture / 
technology transfer agreement.

Vetting of various agreements

Alignment of business objectives with Tax opportunities 
on after tax basis evaluation of a proposal.

Helping in studying the prospective investment company

ADVISORY 

Evaluation of Double Taxation Avoidance Agreements for 
the available benefit.

Determination of Exposure of Formation of Permanent 
establishment.

Evaluation of treaties to examine taxability and availability 
of tax treaty relief.

Advisory associated with all modes of Inbound and 
outbound investments

Advisory of various structures available

Registration of AIF

Strategy making

Compliance of reporting requirement

Documentation

Advisory in relation to Investment outside India

Development of Exit Strategy, Regulatory 
compliance pertaining to quarterly reporting by FVCI

ALTERNATIVE INVESTMENT FUND SERVICES 
FOREIGN VENTURE CAPITAL INVESTOR/



Guidance on Entry Strategies in India

Registration of entry vehicle in India being Liaison 
office, Branch office, Project office, wholly owned 
subsidiary, Joint ventures, other investment 
vehicles like REITS, INviTs

Complete assistance in making Inbound 
transactions involving structuring, reporting, 
drafting of agreements, formulation of exit strategy

Evaluating applicability of Foreign Exchange laws 
on various type of transactions

Guidance on the aspects like writing off bad debts, 
overdue debts, preoperative expenses etc.

Opinion on intricate aspects of Foreign Exchange 
laws

Compliance of Reporting requirements

Online filing of forms

Comprehensive Evaluation of Balance Sheet for 
compliance of foreign Exchange laws

Examination of compliance with Foreign Exchange 
Laws and quantify possible exposures

Evaluating applicability of Foreign Exchange laws 
on various type of transactions

Guidance on the aspects like writing off bad debts, 
overdue debts, preoperative expenses etc.

Opinion on intricate aspects of Foreign Exchange 
laws

Representation at Reserve Bank of India, 

Representation at Enforcement Directorate

Compliance of Reporting requirements

Online filing of forms

Transfer Pricing Audit and issuance of Form 3CEB as 
per the provisions of Income Tax Act, 1961.

Vetting/drafting of agreements/contracts and all other 
documentary support to ensure the alignment with 
Transfer pricing regulations and to mitigate risk.

Handling Tax Assessment and representation before all 
appellate Authorities

Development of comprehensive transfer pricing 
documentaion coordinated across all jurisdictions of 
associated enterprise territories and harmonised with 

Indian Customs regulations

Guiding through the complete process of obtaining 
Advance Pricing Agreements (APAs) with Tax Authorities.

Assistance in setting up a governance framework for 
determining arm’s length pricing

Transfer Pricing Training to develop better understanding of 
transfer pricing risks

TRANSFER PRICING SERVICES

Appearing before all adjudicating authorities 
and the Tribunal

Represent before Advance ruling authorities 
for advance ruling

Represent before settlement commission

REPRESENTATIONAL SERVICES

Assessing the level of compliance and 
exposures w.r.t Tax and Forex Laws

Due diligence of prospective business / Joint 
venture partner in India.

COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH CHECK

Tax Compliance

Formation of effective tax equalisation policies

Income Repatriation

NRI Taxation

EXPATRIATE AND NRI TAXATION

Filing of return

Obtaining of Tax Residency certificate

Assistance in availing of Foreign Tax Credit

Obtaining lower tax deduction certificate.

COMPLIANCE SERVICES

“EVERY SMALL STEP IN
THE RIGHT DIRECTION
COUNTS!”



MANAGEMENT AUDIT

Our Management Audit services go beyond 
merely meeting statutory requirements. We help 
our clients perform better in terms of value 
addition and statutory compliance. We listen to 
their needs, think about the business implications, 
and tailor our approach accordingly.

We hold to our reputation as the professional 
services organisation that stands ahead of its 
competitors in tooling up for the future. Our audit 
approach emphasises adding value to our clients 
by enhancing quality and productivity.

The company has considerable experience in all 
major industrial segments like manufacturing, 
financial services/banking, insurance and services 
and has been significantly involved with Indian 
companies, foreign collaboration and joint venture 
companies

OUTSOURCE SERVICES

We are also engaged in accounting and managing the 
finance function. We deput our team members on the site 
and assisting our clients to manage their accounting, 
book keeping and finance function.

SECRETARIAL SERVICES

Our Corporate Law Compliance and Secretarial Services 
cover proactive compliance of the Companies Act, 2013. 

The spectrum of services under compliance & secretarial 
services includes:

Incorporation of Companies (All types, including Section 
8 Company, wholly owned Subsidiary)

Incorporation of LLP and handling all Compliances. 

Compliance with all company law requirements for all 
type of Companies including Listed Companies like 
maintenance of statutory records, filing of required 
documents with the ROC, Stock Exchanges, SEBI etc

Advisory Services regarding all company law matters

Representation before Registrar of Companies, Regional 
Director, Ministry of corporate Affairs and NCLT in respect 
of any matter of the Companies Act.

All regulatory approvals from Registrar of Companies, 
Ministry of Corporate Affairs and the NCLT.

Secretarial Due Diligence

Secretarial Audit

Shareholding and share subscription agreements with 
Private Equity partners and pre and post compliances 
with respect to the same.

CORPORATE LAW COMPLIANCE &



T E A M W O R K

“COMING TOGETHER IS A BEGINNING;
KEEPING TOGETHER IS PROGRESS;

WORKING TOGETHER IS SUCCESS.”
- HENRY FORD



Vinay is founder Director of Taxpert Professionals. Vinay is Indirect Tax partner with Taxpert Professionals with more than 
15 years of experience in Indirect Taxation in advisory and regulatory matters. Before founding Taxpert Professionals he 
has worked at varied positions at Deloitte, Grant Thornton and Jyoti Sagar and Associates.

He has vast experience in Business/Transaction Restructuring, Tax Due Diligence Reviews relating to Ser-vice Tax, 
Customs, and Central Excise and other indirect Taxes. He has been associated in the areas of Compliance and 
Regulatory matters, formulation of agreements, Setting-up of units in Software Technol-ogy Park of India, Advisory on 
Foreign Trade Policy matters, Special Economic Zones (SEZ).

Presently he is extensively involved in transformational phase of Indian Economy that is Goods and Ser-vices Tax by 
helping companies in its implementation and transition. 

Vinay is member of Institute of Chartered Accountant of India (ICAI) and Institute of Company Secretary of India(ICSI). 
He is actively involved in the activities of both the institute and is faculty in various seminars organized by the Institute. 
He is an esteemed member of the Indirect Tax Committee of the WIRC of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India.

He is dynamic, result oriented, thought leader and action pro. He comes with his set of varied experience in various 
industries overseeing spectrum of complex transactions.

Phone: +91 97691 34554   |  Email: vinay@taxpertpro.com  |  Services: Tax and Regulatory – Indirect Taxes  |  Location: Mumbai

CA. Vinay Bhushan
[Fellow Member of ICAI | 

Associate Member of ICSI]

OUR TEAM AT TAXPERT PROFESSIONALS

Our highly experienced team members are drawn 
upon from range of industry verticals, and have 
complicated consulting engagements to their credit.

The chain of success at Taxpert Professionals is a 
result of its workforce bonded together as strong links. 
Every individual is a distinguished personality working 
together to achieve the best for our clients. The key 
multi-faceted team at Taxpert Professionals includes:



A qualified Chartered Accountant and a Company Secretary with more than a decade of experience in the Foreign 
Exchange Management Act, RBI, Transfer pricing and International taxation matters, Sudha is a Founder Director of 
Taxpert Professionals.

She is a noted speaker and has addressed various national and international forums on various topics relating to 
international transactions.

Her articles are regularly published in the Journals of several institutes and at various other forums and has authored the 
following books:

Practical aspects of FDI in India published by Institute of Company secretaries of India

Due Diligence under Foreign Exchange Management Act, 1999 published by CCH

Comprehensive Guide to Foreign Exchange Management in two volumes published by CCH

Practical Guide to Foreign Exchange Management published by CCH, a Walter Kluwers company

Handbook on FEMA, Publication of Institute of Chartered Accountants of India

She is regular contributor to various business journals and magazines. A scholar through out her life she has been 
awarded many awards and recognitions including “Women Empowerment through CA Profession” by Northern India 
Regional Council (NIRC) of CA Institute.

Backed by experience in International firms she has extensive experience of handling international transactions. She 
advises corporate as well as government authorities in lot of intricate transactions. Rendering tax and regulatory advisory 
services, she has overseen and played a crucial role in the execution of complex international transactions involving 
issues revolving around tax, repatriation, minimization of tax exposure, Foreign Investment (Inbound and outbound) etc. 

She is on the Board of many esteemed listed companies as Independent director. She is member of Committee of 
International Taxation of WIRC, Institute of Chartered Accountants of India(ICAI), Member of Editorial Committee of WIRC 
of ICAI and Committee of women empowerment of ICAI.

Phone: +91 97690 33172  |  Email: sudha@taxpertpro.com
Services: International Transaction Advisory Services |  Location: Mumbai

CA. Sudha G. Bhushan 
[Fellow Member of ICAI | 

Associate Member of ICSI]

Mr. Ankit Shah, a qualified Chartered Accountant, is equipped with immense knowledge in the field of Direct and Indirect 
taxation. He has more than 5 years of professional experience in the area of Income Tax, Service Tax, MVAT matters and 
handling government liaisoning on various issues like Special Valuation Branch, Sales Tax Assessments and Litigations etc.

His expertise lies in the field of Indirect taxation including regulatory and advisory matters. He is currently handling 
Implementation & Transitions under Goods and Service Tax, 2017. Having flair in handling Internal audits & Statutory Audits, 
he also handles assignments relating to Income tax assessments and compliance for our valued clients.

He is a detail oriented person dedicated to perfection and drives changes with ease. His strong organizational & impersonal 
skill has made him capable of delivering challenging tasks.

Phone: +91 9773392061  |  Email: ankit@taxpertpro.com
Services: Tax & Regulatory – Indirect Taxes  |  Location: MumbaiCA. Ankit Shah

[Associate Member of the 
ICAI]



Rakesh heads the compliance vertical of Taxpert Professionals. Rakesh is expert in all compliances and registration 
which are prescribed under the Indian Taxation, Labour and other Laws like Central Excise, Sales Tax, Service Tax, 
Director General of Foreign Trade, Professional Tax, Local Body Tax, Labour & Industrial Laws, Entertainment Tax etc.  

He has also acquired in depth academic as well as procedural knowledge in Goods and Services Tax keeping up with 
the pace of changes in Indirect Tax regime. His experience also includes Corporate Planning on business decisions, 
Human Resource Management & formulation of financial strategy.

Rakesh doesn’t believe in 99% compliance as per him if it is not 100% it is not compliance. 

Phone: +91 9773545028  |  Email: rakesh@taxpertpro.com  |  Services: Compliance  |  Location: Mumbai

She is highly skilled in researching issues and finding best solutions and alternatives to various issues in audit, tax, 
regulatory and compliance matters. Equipped with strong analytical logical skills, she is a person of attractive and 
multifaceted personality.

Having expert knowledge in the field of audit, accounts and taxation, she is proficient in finalization of accounts, 
structuring of transactions, Tax planning for Individual and Corporates. She has worked extensively in Banking and 
Insurance Sector. She has in depth knowledge in the field of Internal Audit, Statutory Audits and Tax Audits. 

She believes in integrity, honesty and sincerity. 

Phone: +91 8689910147  |  Email: santosh@taxpertpro.com  |  Services: Audit & Assurance  |  Location: Mumbai

Rakesh Boda 
B.Com from University of 

Mumbai, Diploma in Taxation 
and MBA in Management

CA. Santosh Thanvi
Chartered Accountant

Harpreet is a member of the Bar Council of India and practicing as an Advocate since 2003. Harpreet has around fourteen 
years of experience in representing clients before various judicial and quasi-judicial au-thorities like Commissioner (Appeal), 
Tribunals various High Courts & the Apex Court.

His experience includes advisory and representation on the litigation matters relating to the Indirect Tax-es, Labour and 
Industrial Laws.

Cases represented by Harpreet are reported in leading Law Journals viz. Supreme Court Cases [SCC], Del-hi Law Times 
[DLT], All India Service Law Journal [AISLJ], Excise Law Times [ELT], Service Tax Review [STR] etc.

Prior to joining Taxpert Professionals, he also worked with one of the big four firm for three years. Presently he is 
successfully representing various clients and heading the litigation support services of Taxpert Professionals.

Phone: +91 9811253531  |  Email: harpreet@taxpertpro.com
Services: Tax & Regulatory – Litigation Services  |  Location: New Delhi

Adv. Harpreet Singh
Member of the Bar Council 

of India





A CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY 
SHAPED BY EXPERIENCE AND 
NURTURED BY RESEARCH, 
INDEPENDENT THINKING AND 
A STRONG COMMITMENT TO 
SERVING OUR CLIENTS



OUR CLIENTS





Mumbai

D-725/726, Neelkanth Business Park,

Next to Vidyavihar Bus Depot,

VidyaVihar (West), Mumbai- 400086

Contact Person: CA. Vinay Bhushan

Contact Number: +91 -9769134554 

Email: vinay@taxpertpro.com

Kolkata

14, Netaji Subhash Road,

1st Floor, Kolkata - 700 001

Contact Person: CA. Dilip Thakur

Email: dilip@taxpertpro.com

New Delhi

G-125, IInd Floor,

Preet Vihar, New Delhi -100091

Contact Person: Adv. Harpreet Singh

Contact Number: +91 -9811253531

Email: harpreet@taxpertpro.com

Adding value with quality and commitment

www.taxpertpro.com


